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Tramway
Proposals for an interim greenway route along the route of the old railway
pending final developments of permanent road schemes or other plans

1 Introduction
N

The disused railway from Sandy Park Road to Talbot Road running
under the Bath Road near Brislington has lain unused and abandoned
for over 20 years. Prior to that the Brethren used it as a car and coach
park to service their Meeting Hall.

Sandy Park Road
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During the whole of this time it has been the Council’s intention to
utilise this corridor to extend the Whitchurch Greenway to the River
Avon, in conjunction with the Callington Link Road Scheme.
In 2008 the Council received Cycling Ambition Funding from central
Government to build this link. The project was stalled and never
happened because of the competing demand of the road scheme
frustrating the Council’s Cycling Team and stalling any completion of
Land Agreements.
Now no less than 12 further frustrating years have passed, during
which time the corridor could have been put to a good use as a
Greenway. So, Greenways and Cycleroutes, a local charity which
recently constructed the Ashton Park Missing Link, has teamed up
with Meanwhile Creative and their Tramway Road Shipping Containers
Project, as well as local community groups, to deliver a Tramway. It is
accepted that this will be on an interim basis pending any future road
development.

Bath Road

Talbot Road

Map showing overall route of the
Whitchurch Way and the missing
Tramway section at Brislington
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2 Description of the railway corridor
trees.

A brief description of the railway corridor will
help to set the scene for the Tramway.

1

View of Council Depot Containers blocking
the entrance to Sandy Park Road Bridge.

6

For many years the southern part of this
section of the former railway was used as a
car park for the nearby Plymouth Brethren
Meeting Hall. This section is still tarmacked
over. The northern part has remained unused
and is now largely covered by brambles and
has accumulated a great deal of rubbish and
litter. The plans and pictures aim to provide a
view of the present condition of this section of
the old railway line to Radstock.

2

View of Sandy Park Road Bridge constructed
in 1924 with brick jack arches supported on
steel girders. Note the buried fencing which
shows how much the railway has been infilled.

Generally open section covered with
low brambles. The bank below Repton
Road gardens is widely overgrown and
impenetrable.

7

Open grass used as local football pitch.

3

The area adjacent to Repton Road car park is
particularly inundated with rubbish.

8

Palisade fence across cutting marks the start
of the tarmac section.

4

Masonry wall at end of car park which could
be the location of a local access point.

9

Tarmac section to be used by the Tramway
Container Project.

5

Laurels and leylandii line the boundaries here
and the path would run centrally to avoid all

10 Existing access road past Lodekka pub.

N

Map of Tramway from the River Avon to West Town Lane and
the start of the Whitchurch Railway path
MAP 1
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11 Second fence across line which will require
removing.
12 Original ramp to Meeting Hall, now closed off.
13 The whole floor of the cutting has been raised
by a metre or so above railway level so as to
give a width of 14m of tarmac which was used
for car and coach parking.

14 Bath Road bridge. This is a largely skew brick
arch bridge in excellent condition with a later
concrete extension tagged onto the south
side.
15 Remains of paths up to the Meeting Hall no
longer used.
16 Wide open cutting with well wooded sides

17 Talbot Road Bridge – another brick arch in
good condition.
18 Original entrance to scrapyard area.
19 Existing Whitchurch Way past Tesco – 3m
wide tarmac path.

N

MAP 4

provides a quiet taste of the countryside.

MAP 5
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3 Summary of proposals

The project runs from Sand Hill and Churchill
Road through to the Whitchurch Greenway
south of Talbot Road. This will make a
completely traffic free route through to Tesco.

N

This Missing Link will connect the Riverside
Path from Temple Meads with the Railway
Path to Whitchurch.
The work is in a number of parts.
A short link from Sand Hill across a corner
of the Council Depot to reach the old railway
passing under Sandy Park Road Bridge.

2

A long section of rather overgrown railway
which is to be kept largely unchanged except
for a path along its edge.

3

The Tramway Road Shipping Container
scheme for small businesses which will also
provide a new path through to the Tramway
Road entrance to the Bath Road. We are
fortunate to have this project to negotiate with
the private owners of this stretch of the old
railway because a cycling route on its own
could never have found the means to pay the
commercial rents required.

4

A long section along the railway cutting
either side of the Bath Road. Here the old
railway has a tarmac surface laid down for a
former car park, and consequently no work is
required.

5

A short link from the bridge under Talbot Road
cutting across the corner of the Bristol Metals
property to reach the existing Greenway
running south past the allotments.

1

2
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Map of Tramway from the River Avon
to West Town Lane and the start of the
Whitchurch Way railway path
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4 Details of proposals for The Tramway
Map 1: Bloomfield Road to Sandholme Road and start of Railway Path at Council Depot (210m)
The link from the riverside path past Sparke
Evans Park comes over the Avon adjacent
to the main road, crosses Whitby Road on
existing pedestrian lights, and then runs
along the shared use pavement to Bloomfield
Road, or along the quiet residential sections
of Whitby Road. No works are required on this
section.

At this point a short link is required across the
corner of Depot land. This will require a small
rearrangement of the location of waste skips
and a new section of palisade fence to secure
the depot site. The existing gates can be left
unchanged as shown in the detailed plan.
1

1

Link to Sand Hill and Sandholme Road. Flush
kerbs to highway with bollards set with 1.2m
clear gap at entrance to Tramway.

2

Existing entrance gates to remain.

3

Proposed line of new palisade security fence
to match existing.

2

3

N
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At Bloomfield Road pedestrians can take the
path up the slope adjacent to the Depot fence,
whilst cyclists can follow the back lane to
Churchill Road as far as the back gates to the
depot at Sandholme Road.

The following pages describe the project
in detail with the aid of plans and sketches

View of Sandy Park Road railway bridge showing skips

View of path passing under Sandy Park Road
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Map 1: Bloomfield Road to Sandholme Road and start of
Railway Path at Council Depot (210m)

7
8
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6
1
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5
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4

Clear all debris from under bridge, regrade the levels
and surface 3m wide path in asphalt to 10m beyond
face of bridge. Note the present surface is about 1.5
metres above the old railway level.

5

Remove remains of buried palisade fencing, clear all
rubbish to make spoil mound shown in the sketch
section.

6

Sort out surplus material to make ramp up to Repton
Road Car Park as shown in the detailed plan.

7

1:20 ramp to car park level. Entrance controlled by
setting 2 rocks leaving 1.5m wide gap as feature:
see detail on next page. Note we will use this feature

Metres

50

N

2

throughout this project so as to make each entry point
secure but at the same time to indicate the interim
nature of the scheme. It would not be appropriate to
have steel gates, for example.
8

Path continues with surface in compacted stone dust.
This is an appropriate finish for this interim route.
Mow verges for 1.0m either side of path and leave
remainder of existing vegetation unchanged. This first
section runs centrally so as to avoid felling any trees.

9

Path to run along west side of cutting so as to have
minimum disturbance to vegetation.
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Map 1: Bloomfield Road to Sandholme Road and start of
Railway Path at Council Depot (210m)
Cross section south of Sandy Park Road Bridge
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Detailed plan of
Repton Road
Car Park Link

4

2

3

The ground levels under the bridge
are approximately 1.5m above the
original track bed, and level with
the surface in the Depot. These
materials need to be carefully
removed so as to gradually ramp
down to reach track bed level after
about 40m. This excavated material
to be used for the Repton Road
car park ramp and to cover any
spoil heaps of collected waste and
rubbish.
Original track bed level. The final
path should be set 300mm above
this level for drainage.

3

The path will be asphalted from
Sand Hill to 10m south of the
bridge because unsealed surfaces
are not effective in the dry
conditions under the bridge.

4

Gather all waste and place at foot
of the cutting side.

5

Cover with 400mm thick layer of
inert material and grass seed.

6

Clean off all rubbish on this side.

7

Existing boundary fence.

8

Repton Road Car Park.

9

Keep all trees including all the
leylandii.

1:2

0

8

6

7

To Bristol
This link will give direct access to the path for
local residents without their having to cross
the busy Sandy Park Road.
1

Existing car park with 3 panels of breeze
block wall, each 3m long.

2

Demolish central panel to bring access link
in. At this location the start of the link will be
clearly visible from Repton Park Road itself.

3

Construct ramp at 1:20 gradient running
down to main path level, all from available
materials. This link path to be 2.0m wide.

2m

4
3m

Rocks placed on car park side of wall
to prevent cars blocking entrance

4

Mark out the start with two large rocks
selected from the limestone blocks already on
site. These are to be placed leaving a 1.5m
gap and will form a signature of the interim
nature of this path.

5

Yellow hatch out parking area to prevent
vehicles blocking path access.

6

Main Greenway Path on far side of the cutting
at this point.

7

Remove one large elder tree.

8

Keep all leylandii on both sides of the path as
a feature.

1.5m
View of entrance rocks at Repton Road car park
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Map 2 Wild area left north of container area

This section will be left largely unchanged
during this temporary use of the line.
1

Right at the north the path will be set centrally
so as to avoid affecting any trees. This is as
far as the last laurel on the west. These trees
will not need protection during construction as
they are either growing over from the far side
of the palisade fence or are at the top of the
cutting so out of harm’s way.
Once past the last laurel the path moves to
the west side of the cutting as shown in the
cross section in order to leave the larger part
of the cutting unchanged.

3

The whole of this side of the cutting will be left
unchanged to maintain the privacy of lineside
gardens.

4

Provide link for shoppers’ car park area if this
is required by the businesses.

5

Maintain grass area as a kick about area, as at
present.
Remove palisade fence, or at least part of it
and place two large rocks with 1.5m clear gap
to define the start of the container section
and to prevent any vehicles coming down the
Greenway past the containers.

2

2

1
4
3.0m

Cross section through wild area looking north
1

Greenway path 3m wide. This section will be constructed with
an unsealed finish on account of the interim nature of this route.
This will be similar to the recently opened Ashton Link Path
constructed by Greenways last year. Verges of 0.5-1m wide will
be kept mown as required.

2

Existing boundary fences to remain.

3

All existing trees on bank against retail park to remain.

4

All remaining vegetation on the floor of the cutting and up the
face to Repton Road gardens will be kept.

4

View of Ashton Link Path

Cross section through wild area
looking south to the Tramway
Containers

4

2
3

1

Close off the boundary at the containers
with available large rocks so as to
prevent vehicles coming onto the wildlife
area.

2

End view of container workspaces.

3

Existing fence at edge of tarmac area.

4

Maintain all trees and bushes on both
sides of the railway cutting.

1

1.5m
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Map 2 Wild area left north of container area

6
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Map 3: The Tramway Road Container Workspace Section

Tramway Container site for information only.
Note this section is being developed by
others to create opportunities for small local
businesses. The cross section shows the
general arrangement of the containers, the
space in front of the containers and the area
dedicated to the Tramway.
The location of 50 container units set on
existing tarmac.

2

The Tramway comes through.

3

The existing access past the Lodekka will
serve the container units.

4

Lodekka car park overlooking the Greenway.

5

Existing palisade fencing to be removed and
replaced with earth bank and again two rocks
to define start of the southern section of the
Greenway. These rocks to be set 2m apart.

Remains of original ramp to the former
meeting house.
This part of the project is being developed by
the Bristol firm Meanwhile Creative.
The existing tarmac will be cleared back, the
container units arranged on the east side of
the floor of the cutting and the Greenway Path
will run through against the kerb edge on the
west side of the cutting.
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1

6

Earth bank and planting either side

2.0m

View of rocks across bank south of Tramway Containers

Cross section showing the Tramway Road Container Project looking north
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Map 3: The Tramway Road Container Workspace Section
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Map 4: Tramway Road to Talbot Road Bridge (350m)

This whole section is a tarmac expanse
originally set out as a car park to the
Brethren’s Meeting House nearby. It lies in a
deep cutting and is surprisingly tranquil when
considering that the route passes under the
A4 Bath Road above. Almost no works are
required here other than clearing off moss to
make a clean path through and removing a
few fences and sleeping policemen.
1

2

Clear away cross fence and debris.

3

This is the largest space showing the floor
of the railway cutting. It is clear that there is
sufficient width for a path and future road
should this ever be required.

View of Bath Road bridge and cutting
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Tramway Road entrance leading up to the
Bath Road and Lodekka Pub. This Greenway
will benefit greatly from having this resource
along its route and we hope that the area at
the rear of the pub can be repurposed to give
a public space overlooking the Greenway.
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Map 4: Tramway Road to Talbot Road Bridge (350m)
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Map 5: Talbot Road Bridge and link to existing Whitchurch Greenway,
Tesco and the Callington Road Cycleways (70m)
This Bristol Metals Yard occupies the railway
land in this area. The proposed Tramway
makes use of a small corner of this large site
to link through to the existing path. The path
will be securely fenced off from the remainder
of the site.
1

2

Cut a new ramp up through the corner of the
Bristol Metals site as shown in the detailed
plan.

Talbot Road Bridge: Remove the existing
palisade fence and clear the debris from the
site.

View of site

Place surplus materials on ramp and
landscape to prevent access to the Bristol
Metal’s gates.

4

New palisade fence to secure Bristol Metals
site.

5

The link crosses the currently disused access
to the Bristol Metals site. The gates at the top
of this access to be locked open with a 1.5m
wide gap to provide public access from Talbot
Road at this point.

6

Continue to ramp up to join the level of the
existing Whitchurch Greenway.

7

Remove 5m of hedge at the corner of the path
to link to existing path through to Tesco and
Callington Road and provice entrance feature
of two large rocks set with 1.5m gap.

8

All vegetation against the boundary to be left
in place to maintain the security of No 142.
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View of Talbot Road bridge from the south.

3
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Map 5: Talbot Road Bridge and link to existing Whitchurch Greenway,
Tesco and the Callington Road Cycleways (70m)

4. We will need 3 separate maps for the planning
document. These are

- the location plan on page 1. This should be repr
with the scale and a north sign and the title Loca
section covered by the Greenways and Cycleroute
highlighted in red.
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----- X

1

- Map 4 . On this the red should start at the point
leave the line grey. Is the line width scaled at 3m?
sign. remove the numbers and replace with the te
and fit the text on the same page somehow.
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Tramway South: Cross sections through path at Bristol Metal Recycling
A Near start of link just south of Talbot Road Bridge
Compacted fill
if required for
adequate width

B Using the railway access road

Path set on bench cut out of the adjacent
ground. Path to climb at 1:20

Follow existing road for a
short distance even though it
is sloping downhill

Boundary of
adjacent garden

New security fence

New security fence,
palings or similar
Original
railway
formation
Original access road could be
used for link to Talbot Road

Access road to be
partly obstructed by
fill
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D Top of link ramp as it connects with Whitchurch Way

C Section showing path rising above the access road
which is dropping away below the original ground level

Tramway

3m wide Tramway rising up
towards boundary
Neighbours
hedge

Remove 5m section
of hedge and fence

Continue security
fencing to close off site

New security fence

Fill for new ramp

Fill as required to support path

Existing path
towards Tesco
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5	Wildlife, Ecology and
Landscaping
The ecology of the southern section of the
line, where most of the length of the route is
tarmac, is covered in Appendix 1.

- Binding Margin -

We will be following the advice of the
ecologists, and in particular clearing all
brambles, scrub and tress along the route
before the end of February so the site can
be properly managed, and the years of litter
collected and dealt with. Most of the northern
part of the site will be left untouched as will
the whole of the steep side of the cutting
below Repton Road’s gardens.
Tree clearance will be limited to a small
coppice of ash south of Talbot Road (picture
1) and one large elder at Repton Road Car
Park. All the leylandii and laurel at the northern
end will remain unaffected.
Clearance of brambles will be confined to a 5
metre wide strip along the line of the path at
the northern end, the full width of the tarmac
on the container section, cleaning off mosses
for a 4 metre width on the tarmac former car
park section, and clearing the brambles on the
line of the path in the scrapyard area.

The opportunities for landscaping and
planting are extremely limited because of the
future plans for the Link Road. Fortunately, the
sides of the cutting are already well wooded
and attractive. The verges of the path will be
mown, but the rest of the area left unchanged.
The principal design feature proposed will be
pairs of large rocks at each entrance point and
at the start and end of the container section.
These will give an idea that the route is only
temporary in nature, whilst at the same time
making a robust entrance feature.
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6 Design and Access Statement
The purpose of The Tramway project is to provide
a sound, dry and attractive path to make the
Missing Link to connect the Whitchurch Greenway
and Callington Road cycling routes through to the
Riverside Path from Temple Meads.

Cross section of typical stone dust path

Path to be constructed 125mm above
existing ground level

About half the length of the route runs on existing
tarmac surfaces where no work is required. Over
the sections with new path, the construction will
be 3.0m wide for shared use as shown in the cross
section. Since the route is interim in nature it is
considered that a stone dust surface is appropriate
at this stage.

The entrances will be marked out and controlled
by a pair of massive rocks set top leave a 1.5m
wide gap suitable for wheelchairs and wide
buggies. There will be no additional street
lighting other than what is to be provided on the
Tramway Road Container Section, and spillage
from adjacent streetlights. However, the centre
line of the path will be marked out by a line of
photovoltaic units set along the centreline of the
path.

Topsoil to tie
in with existing
ground level

3m wide cycle path with central camber

Stone base 3.5m wide to give edge support

Existing ground
level

Cross section showing standard construction on open
ground finished with 60mm of machine laid bitmac

1

2

3

4

Topsoil to tie
in with existing
ground level

5

3.0m
wide
pathbase
with central
camber
3.5m
wide
stone
for edge
support

6
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However such a finish will not withstand erosion
on the gradient past the scrap yard, nor will it bind
properly in the dry conditions under Sandy Park
Road bridge, so over these sections the path will
be finished in bitmac.

The base to be compacted stone
150mm thick and laid with a central
camber. This is then to be finished
off with 20mm thick of 4mm-dust,
carefully rolled to shape. This will
give an attractive wearing surface on
this interim route

1

The path surface level approx 150mm
above existing ground level so as to
ensure positive drainage at all times.

2

A shallow clearance and levelling of
ground. This should be just sufficient
to provide the material required for the
shoulders (6).

3

Polypropylene filter fabric

4

Base, compacted stone or approved
recycled material 200mm thick, laid with
a central camber and a finished top width
of 3.5m minimum.

5

Machine laid dense bitumen macadam,
20mm aggregate size, laid 60mm thick,
3m wide with a central camber.

6

Shoulders built up of available solid from
the site. The final arrangement to have a
level ground area, at least 500mm wide
either side of DBM.
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7 Flood and Drainage matters
This scheme is not in the flood plain and will
make no impact upon local drainage. New
path construction will have a central camber
to ensure that runoff enters the ground close
to where it arrives at present. The existing
tarmac areas are unchanged. There has been
no record of any storm damage or drainage
issues on this section of the railway since its
closure over 50 years ago.

9 Signing
The existing Whitchurch Way is signed with
substantial signs appropriate for a long term
resource. In this case, given the interim nature
of The Tramway, these are considered to be
inappropriate especially as they might give the
impression of permanence. So we will provide
continuity signs similar to those used by
Rangers on the National Cycle Route.

8 Construction access
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Picture showing photovoltaic lights set on the Ashton link path

There will be no planting on this project given the
interim nature of the scheme pending an eventual
road development. However woodlands are well
established on either side of the railway cutting
and these provide an attractive backdrop for
pedestrians and cyclists along The Tramway.

All construction access will be via the existing
access at Tramway Road. No materials
or arisings will be taken off site but will
be incorporated in the landscaping. The
quantities of aggregate and surfacing will be
400 tonnes, or 20 lorry loads.
The construction of the Missing Link will be
carried out in conjunction with the Tramway
Road Container Project.

The
Tramway

Example of typical
signage sticker

View of cutting with the A4 bridge
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10 Management and status of
the Tramway
This project is for the temporary use of the
old railway to make a useful path during the
interim before the area is developed for the
Callington Link Road.

The landowners participating are:
–

Meanwhile Creative who own the northern
section of the site and are developing the
Tramway Container Project which makes The
Tramway possible.

–

Bristol City Council who own the Sandy
Park Depot Fragment, the area of the former
Meeting Hall car parking, and Repton Road
Car Park.

–

Bristol Metals who own the scrapyard.

–

Sustrans, and the Historic Railway Estate are
involved in the ownership of the Bath Road
and Talbot Road bridges.

Although this Tramway Project is being
developed locally, and although the route is
only interim in nature, the Greenway will serve
to link the Whitchurch Way to the riverside
paths and so will be an integral part of Bristol
City’s green network of paths for pedestrians
and cyclists. Greenways would anticipate
working closely with the City Council to
extend the popularity and usage of all its
routes.

This depends upon Planning Consent
being received. Once this is received the
construction should follow on shortly
afterwards with a view to opening in the
summer 2021.
The initial period of the Greenway will be for
3 -5 years. If at the end of that time there is
still uncertainty regarding the progress of the
road scheme, then the Greenway’s use can be
extended on a year by year basis.
Greenways and Cycleroutes
January 2021
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The path is being promoted by Greenways
and Cycleroutes and Meanwhile Creative with
the support of local resident groups. They
will also construct and manage the project.
The path will be held under Licence from the
various landowners along the route and will
be permissive in nature for shared use by
pedestrians and cyclists. The Licences will
initially be for 3 years and then roll on year by
year until the corridor is required for the Link
Road.

11 Programme of works
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12 Letter of Support

Dougal Matthews
Chair
Greater Brislington Together
care of
12 Eastwood Crescent
Brislington
BS4 4SS
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24/01/21

Greater Brislington Together is a community led group which campaigns, informs and supports many
initiatives across the whole of Brislington East and West.

https://greaterbrislington.org//
We are supportive of our local Livable Neighbourhoods group and work to increase usage and
appreciation of Brislington’s outdoor parks, nature reserves and woodland in addition to supporting anti
speeding campaigns, and improving neighbourhoods through litter picks, pitching for CIL money etc etc…
We fully support any initiative which encourages sustainable travel and feel that the current climate has
shown an increased usage of all our green and outdoor spaces. Brislington is a huge area, divided in
several places by the Bath Road. Opening the old railway line as a cycle and walking path we believe will
provide a safer way to travel, linking several existing cycle walking routes from Avonmeads, via Sandy
Park to Tesco’s, Whitchurch and Knowle.
The proposal will enable safe travel for all means of active travel from motorised wheelchairs to scooters,
buggies and of course bikes and walking and link up different parts of Brislington and neighbouring
areas to strengthen the community, which are initiatives that GBT fully endorse and support.
We also support The Tramway proposal as we feel it holistically supports the idea of this connectivity by
providing affordable business hubs, and future employment alongside this sustainable travel route and
hopefully also bring a new thriving community hub to the Brislington area
Thank you very much in advance for your attention to these issues.
Yours,
Dougal Matthews
Chairperson on behalf of the Greater Brislington Together committee
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Appendix I - Ecology Report
Prepared by Wessex Ecological Consultancy
PROPOSED BRISLINGTON GREENWAY
ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

The whole of the survey site is within a designated Wildlife Corridor. The closest
Sites of Nature Conservation Interest are Arnos Vale Cemtery, approximately 450m
to the west, and St Anne’s Valley, approximately 550m to the east. Both SNCIs are
separated from the application site by substantial areas of development.
3.2

1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to identify any potential ecological impacts associated
with a proposal to use part of a former railway line as a link in a Greenway
connecting Whitchurch and Stockwood with central Bristol. The area that would be
affected is at present almost entirely surfaced.
2

METHODS

An Extended Phase 1 Survey was carried out on 3rd January 2021. It covered
vegetation types and plants (both vascular and lower), badgers and birds; the
potential of the site for other protected species was assessed. Binoculars were used
to check trees adjacent to the working area for roosting bats.

A data search was carried out at Bristol Regional Environmental Records Centre
(BRERC), who provided records of protected and notable species within 500m of the
application site. We have carried out surveys of the site in connection with previous
proposals, most recently in 2008, and the findings of these surveys have informed
this report where appropriate.
The survey took place at a time of year when some species will inevitably not be
visible. However, given the nature of area that will be affected by the proposals the
level of survey was sufficient to assess the potential impact. The only other
constraint on the survey was that a small area at the southern end of the site, as
shown on the attached map, was not directly accessible for survey and was viewed
through binoculars. The implications of this are discussed below.
3

SURVEY RESULTS

3.1

Site Description

The tarmac surface of the former car park is almost entirely unvegetated with plants
limited to extremely small quantities of ruderal species including shepherd’s-purse
(Capsella bursa-pastoris), hairy bittercress (Cardamine hirsuta) and rat’s-tail plantain
(Plantago major). Less shaded stretches have a growth of moss species, which are
listed in Appendix 1 below.
The former railway is within cuttings throughout the section surveyed. The banks of
the northern area, marked 1, on the attached map, have open woodland dominated
by semi-mature trees of sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus) and ash (Fraxinus
excelsior). The understorey includes locally dense patches of bramble (Rubus
fruticosus agg) and more scattered shrubs and tree saplings that include hazel
(Corylus avellana), holly (Ilex aquifolium), pedunculate oak (Quercus robur), holm
oak and sallow (Salix x reichardtii). The ground flora is dominated by ivy (both
Hedera helix and Hedera hibernica) with other species including lesser celandine
(Ficaria verna), male fern (Dryopteris filix-mas), wood avens (Geum urbanum) and
the mosses Kindbergia praelonga and Oxyrrhynchium hians.
The banks of the southern area, shown as area 2 on the attached map, have more
continuous woodland, also dominated by ash and sycamore with other trees
including cypress (Cupressus sp) and, near the southern end of the area, a mature
crack willow (Salix fragilis). The understorey includes large quantities of holm oak,
laurustinus (Viburnum tinus) and cotoneaster (Cotoneaster spp) as well as locally
frequent wild privet (Ligustrum vulgare). The ground flora is again dominated by ivy
with other species including male fern, hart’s-tongue fern (Asplenium scolopendrium)
and wood false-brome (Brachypodium sylvaticum) and moss species including
Brachythecium rutabulum and Fissidens taxifolius. There is a patch of ivy broomrape
(Orobanche hederae) on the eastern slope.
Area 3, at the southern end of the site, was not entered. It is in sporadic use as part
of a scrapyard. Most of the area has a mixture of bare soil, sparse grassland and low
patches of bramble. The western boundary of the area has a dense belt of bramble
with scattered hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) and elder (Sambucus nigra) shrubs.

The proposed working area is limited to the former track bed of the former railway.
With the exception of a small area at the southern end of the site the entire width has
been tarmacked for use as a car park. This use has now ceased. The entire length is
within cuttings, the slopes of which have been colonised by secondary woodland.
There is no formal access to the site but it is used extensively for informal recreation.

3.3

Protected Species

The site is within an urban area with housing to the east and commercial
developments to the west. The former railway continues to both the north and the
south. The A4 crosses the site.

The A4 road bridge is well maintained and the brick and stonework generally lack
holes or crevices that could be used by roosting bats. There are some small crevices

1

2

There are no trees or buildings that could potentially support roosting bats on the
application site. Most of the trees adjacent to the site are too immature to have
significant potential for roosting bats. The crack willow in the south-eastern part of
the site has cracks and crevices that indicate low potential for roosting bats.

- Binding Margin -

The survey extended to the whole of the former railway land and, as far as possible,
adjoining properties in order to allow evaluation of the ecological context of the
application site.

Habitats
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that have low potential as bat roosts, although these are likely to be subject to
frequent disturbance as part of the bridge’s maintenance schedule.
There are several badger holes in the west-facing cutting slope. The lowest of these
is approximately 3m above the level of the tarmac surface. Historic survey
information indicated that the sett was established in either 2007 or 2008 but has
moved slightly since then.
Further details are given in the Assessment section below.
3.4

Other Fauna

The following bird species were recorded:
Cutting slopes adjacent to area 1: Blackbird, blue tit, goldfinch, great tit, house
sparrow, magpie and robin.
Cutting slopes adjacent to area 2: Blackbird, blue tit, carrion crow, goldcrest, great tit,
house sparrow, jay, magpie, redwing, robin, starling, wood pigeon and wren.
Area 3: Wood pigeon.
Due to the time of year no insects were recorded.
- Binding Margin -

3.5

Data Search

Slow worm was recorded just to the north of the survey site in 2008; the habitat in
part of this area remains suitable for the species and it is likely that it still occurs
here.
There is a small lesser horseshoe bat roost in Arnos Vale Cemetery and other bat
records from the cemetery involve common pipistrelle, soprano pipistrelle, noctule,
Leisler’s and brown long-eared. Other bat species recorded in the surrounding area
are common pipistrelle, at the Paintworks, approximately 750m to the north-west,
and Leisler’s, common pipistrelle and soprano pipistrelle at Sparke Evans Park,
approximately 800m to the north.
There are records of both palmate and smooth newt in the wider area but these are
pre-2000 and there are no records of great crested newt.
With the exception of an early nineteenth century record from the Brislington Brook
there are no otter records from the surrounding area, although they are likely to use
stretches of the River Avon to the north of the site.
There are many records of notable species in the surrounding area. Most of these
involve birds that are widespread but are of concern due to population declines.
Records of notable plant and invertebrate species are concentrated in Arnos Vale
Cemetery and along the River Avon; none comes from the application site.
4

ASSESSMENT

The biodiversity value of the various features on the site has been assessed in order
to determine whether they are of nature conservation value in a national, regional or
city-wide context, of either high or low value in a local context, or of minimal nature
3

conservation value. The assessment has used standard ecological criteria, such as
diversity, rarity, fragility and amenity value. Reference has been made to suitable
guidance, including the 2006 NERC Act and the UK and Bristol Biodiversity Action
Plans (BAPs). The value of the site for groups not surveyed, including invertebrates,
has been assessed using information gathered on habitat type and structure.
4.1

Habitats

The tarmac area that will be affected by the proposals is of minimal nature
conservation value. It is largely unvegetated and the vascular plant and moss
species that are present are common and widespread in Bristol, and frequently
colonise any under-used area of tarmac.
Due to its lack of vegetation or any other habitat feature the track bed does not make
any contribution to the ecological continuity for which the site is designated a Wildlife
Corridor.
The wooded cutting banks support a range of common woody and herbaceous
species typical of secondary woodland. These include some woodland specialists,
such as male fern, and it is likely that spring survey would reveal further species. The
trees and shrubs support good numbers of common bird species and are likely to be
of value for invertebrates. Ivy broomrape, which is present here, is reasonably
frequent in Bristol and along the coast of North Somerset but has a restricted
distribution in the UK. The wooded habitats make an important contribution to
ecological connectivity in this part of Bristol, linking habitats around Stockwood and
Whitchurch to the city centre.
The wooded cutting banks are of high nature conservation value in a local context.
The grassland in the scrapyard at the southern end of the site did not appear to be
diverse but could not be fully assessed. Use of the area by vehicles and for the
handling of materials significantly restricts its ecological value.
This area is of either minimal nature conservation value or is of low value in a local
context.
4.2

Protected Species

The cuttings are of high value to a social group of badgers.
The cuttings are likely to be of at least some value as a commuting route and a
foraging habitat for bats. There is a small possibility that bats roost in the stonework
of the A4 bridge or in the crack willow tree in the south-eastern part of the site.
The tarmac through most of the site is not of any potential value for slow worm.
There is a possibility that they may use the wooded cuttings, particularly as a
hibernation site, but these are generally too densely shaded to support this species.
There is a possibility that the open grassland in the scrapyard at the southern end of
the site may be used by slow worm, although vehicular activity across the area
means that the potential is low.
The site is not of potential value to any other protected species.
4
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5

IMPACTS

The proposals involve making minor improvements to the tarmac surface of the
former carpark on the track bed of the railway. At the southern end of the site the
path would cross the open grassland in the scrapyard and the bramble scrub on its
western edge. No lighting of the path is proposed.
5.1

General

There are various cotoneasters on the edges of the survey site: identification of
these in the absence of flowers and fruit was not possible but it is likely that they
include scheduled species. The parts of the site where they occur will not be impacts
by the works and there is no possibility that their spread will be enabled.
6

MITIGATION

The low level of impacts means that there are few requirements for mitigation.

Completion of the greenway would have a significant beneficial ecological impact by
reducing road traffic, which would lead in particular to improvements in air quality.
This would contribute to Bristol City Council’s biodiversity and wider environmental
goals.

A further check of the site in order to establish whether the pattern of badger activity
has changed will be carried out before works commence. This will include the
southern end of the site. Additional mitigation measures will be implemented if this
check shows these to be necessary.

5.2

All contractors and volunteers working on the project will be briefed on the
importance of avoiding impacts on the wooded cutting slopes, the badger setts and
other features of importance.

Habitats

Through most of the site the proposed works have no impact on any semi-natural
habitat or other vegetated area and would therefore have no adverse ecological
impact.

The population of ivy broomrape would be unaffected.
5.3

Protected Species

The only protected species known to occur on the survey site is badger. The works
will not affect any sett, since the entrances are all at least 3m above the path surface
and no heavy engineering works are proposed. No badger feeding habitat will be
affected and the ability of badgers to move across the site will be unimpaired.
It is likely that bats use the site for commuting and foraging, and there is a low
possibility that bat roosts might be present. However, the proposed works will leave
the wooded embankments, which might be used by bats, intact. The area that will be
affected by the works offers no potential for foraging bats. The path will not be lit, so
there will be no increase in light levels across any part of the area. The potential bat
roosts in trees and the A4 bridge will not be affected.
The tarmac across most of the site is unsuitable for slow worms but there is a low
possibility that the species might be present in the scrapyard at the southern end of
the site. The proportion of suitable habitat that would be occupied by the path is very
low, so there would be a negligible impact on the carrying capacity of the site, but if
slow worms are present there would be potential impacts during construction.

The only potential impact on nesting birds is also in the scrapyard area. Scrub,
including bramble, will be cleared outside the period 1st March to 31st August. If this
is not possible the area will be checked by an ecologist immediately before works
commence. If active nests are found then works in the area (as defined by the
ecologist) will cease until a further check shows the area to be free of active nests.
7

ENHANCEMENT

The condition of the wooded slopes would be enhanced by removing areas of holm
oak and laurustinus. Both are invasive and evergreen and therefore reduce
biodiversity by shading out the ground flora. Working in the vicinity of the badger
setts would be avoided.
Rupert Higgins BSc MCIEEM
Wessex Ecological Consultancy
9th January 2021

There are no other potential impacts on protected species.
5.4

Invasive Species

5

6
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The wooded habitats on the cuttings to either side of the path would remain intact
and since there would be no excavation below the existing tarmac there would be no
potential impact on root zones. Works would be limited to the centre of the tarmac
area and there would be no potential impacts on vegetation at the base of the cutting
slopes.

Where the path crosses the scrapyard at the southern end of the site a working
methodology to avoid impacts on slow worms, if they are present, will be
implemented. Vegetation will be cleared gradually, in the small areas where this is
appropriate, and under ecological supervision. A finger-tip search will be carried out
over all areas potentially affected by the works immediately before construction
commences. Any reptiles found will be removed to suitable habitat elsewhere on the
adjacent site.
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APPENDIX 1
MOSS SPECIES GROWING ON TARMAC
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Amblystegium serpens
Barbula convoluta
Barbula unguiculata
Brachythecium rutabulum
Bryum argenteum
Bryum capillare
Didymodon fallax
Didymodon insulanus
Didymodon nicholsonii
Syntrichia intermedia
Syntrichia ruralis

PROPOSED BRISLINGTON GREENWAY
ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
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